
TrustPay.
An experienced partner
for your business since 2009.



Card
Acquiring

Accept online card payments 
with an experienced, service 
oriented acquirer!



Multicurrency processing and settlement

Card Acquiring

With TrustPay, you can accept card payments in over 170 
different currencies and in turn receive your settlement in 
11 different currencies, including EUR, GBP and USD.



Direct acquiring

Lower your costs and reduce the complexity by working 
directly with an „acquiring bank“. TrustPay is a direct 
member of both Visa and Mastercard and thus you are 
cutting out the middlemen.

Card Acquiring



Eliminate your manual reconciliation 
with TrustPay’s superior reporting 
tools and save costs! Whatever the 
delivery channel- advanced (API, 
SFTP) or less technical (e-mail), 
TrustPay has you covered. Wide 
range of report formats supported. 

Card Acquiring

Automated
reconciliation



Every business needs a stable, 
experienced partner to accept 
payments.  With more than 8 
years of experience, TrustPay will 
give you the edge you need!

Experience!

Card Acquiring



Unique
premium
features

We analyse the approval 
ratios of issuers and 
proactively reach out to 
them to further boost your 
approval rates!

Improve your approval rate 
with TrustPay‘s holistic, AI 
powered analytical report! 
Detailed monthly analysis 
of approval ratios for your 
top countries and BINs with 
specific tips to improve them.

Issuer behaviour
examination

Authorisation
ratio optimizer

Card Acquiring



Business 
Accounts

A global business account 
for convenient payments, 
with modern interface and  
prepaid cards.The ultimate bank account

alternative for businesses.



TrustPay accounts are available 
in several currencies, including 
EUR and GBP. Each account has 
its own unique IBAN.

Multicurrency

Business Accounts



Send and receive  real-time/same day payments through 
SEPA (EUR), CHAPS and FASTER PAYMENTS (GBP).

Fast, secure paymentsFast, secure payments

Business Accounts



TrustPay’s API Banking allows you 
to embed your TrustPay corporate 
account directly into your existing 
business workflows. Use it to 
automate outgoing payments and 
download customised reports and 
statements!

API Banking

Business Accounts



Prepaid cards

With TrustPay prepaid cards, 
you get prepaid MasterCard 
cards linked to your accounts. 
You can monitor the spending of 
your team in real-time, request 
multiple cards or immediately 
block them in case they get lost.

Business Accounts



Open your account with TrustPay remotely, 
using modern video-KYC tools, 100% paperless!

Remote account openingRemote account opening

Business Accounts



Virtual
IBANs
Revolution in inbound
payment processing!

Streamline the reconciliation 
of your inbound payments 
by issuing a unique IBAN per 
customer.



No more lost payments!

Virtual IBANS

Eliminate payment references and lost payments with our virtual IBANs! 
By assigning each one of your customers /contracts a specific IBAN, 
you always know who is paying for what. No references to be filled in, 
all your customers need to remember is the IBAN number. No more 
payments will get lost in your systems.



Automated
reconciliation

All payments to virtual IBANS
are credited to a single account, 
so you only ever have to reconcile 
the main account! Eliminate 
your manual reconciliation with 
TrustPay’s superior reporting
tools and save costs! 

Virtual IBANS



SEPA Solution

All of the virtual IBANs issued by TrustPay are EUR 
denominated SEPA accounts. Thus, you can accept 
same day payments throughout Europe at almost 
no cost to your customers.

Virtual IBANS



What
do our
customers
say?

“TrustPay has been supporting 
HiPay’s Omnichannel Payment 
Platform since 2013.
We are happy to have a partner 
with such a level of expertise 
and professionalism.”

Emmanuel Chaumeau
Chief Marketing, 
Partnership and Pre-
Sales Offi cer, HiPay



What
do our
customers
say?

“Having worked with TrustPay since 
2012, we enjoy their advanced back 
offi ce functionalities and client 
focused attitude.”

Bruno Sousa
Head of Payment Services, Fraud 
prevention & Shop Development,
Goodgame Studios



What
do our
customers
say?

“TrustPay has been a reliable 
and stable partner since 2015. 
We at Xsolla appreciate their 
stable, cost effi cient services.”

Anton Zelenin
Senior Bussiness 
Development Manager, 
Xsolla



What
do our
customers
say?

“TrustPay are a technologically 
advanced, reliable and always 
responsive payment provider. 
Pleasure to work with.”

Alexander Tsikhilov
Chairman of the Board,
Admiral Markets Group AS



Maximise business, reduce hassle.

Address:
Trust Pay, a.s.
Za kasárňou 1
831 03 Bratislava, Slovakia

Contact:
Tel.: +421 2 321 68 454
E-mail: info@trustpay.eu
www.trustpay.eu


